The University of Wollongong in conjunction with the School of History and Politics and the University Library are pleased to announce an exciting one day seminar for HSC History Extension students and their teachers.

This program builds on the successes of the 2004 - 2008 seminars which attracted over 1200 students. With help from experts you will receive guidance on selecting a topic and finding resources which will assist you in producing a fantastic project.

Historians, librarians and HIX teachers have developed a tailor-made program which addresses the HSC History Extension Syllabus.

The History Extension Seminar will be video conferenced live from the University of Wollongong. Teaching staff will be on sight to facilitate the student participants at the Batemans Bay/Bega/Moss Vale & Shoalhaven Education Centre or Campus.

**MORE INFO**

For further information contact Nuala O'Donnell
Phone: 4221 5957
Email: nuala@uow.edu.au
Registration opens October 20 and closes November 9

**TIMETABLE**

**9.30AM: WELCOME & INTRODUCTION**
History Extension Exposed: Why history matters

**10.00AM: HISTORY & HISTORIOGRAPHY**
What is history? Is there any truth in history?

**10:45 AM: MORNING TEA**

**11.15AM: THE BASICS**
Tracking down resources, navigating libraries, case studies and talks from past students on how they framed their HIX projects

**12:15PM: LUNCH AT THE DUCK POND**
Complimentary Lunch at the Duck Pond

**1.15PM: DISCOVERING YOUR PROJECT**
Mini-workshops running concurrently where students can talk to historians about possible topics and useful resources. Guidelines on choosing a topic and defining your questions.

**2.30PM: PARTING WORDS**

Register now: www.uow.edu.au/arts/index.html
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